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Abstract: Some dental lesions are difficult to detect with traditional anatomical imaging
methods, such as, with visual observation, dental radiography and X-ray computed
tomography (CT). Therefore, we investigated the viability of using an optical imaging
technique, Mesoscopic Fluorescence Molecular Tomography (MFMT) to retrieve
molecular contrast in dental samples. To establish feasibility of obtaining 3-D images in
teeth using MFMT, molecular contrast was simulated using a dye-filled capillary that was
placed in the lower half of human tooth ex vivo. The dye and excitation wavelength were
chosen to be excited at 650–660 nm in order to simulate a carious lesion. The location of
the capillary was varied by changing the depth from the surface at which the dye, at
various concentrations, was introduced. MFMT reconstructions were benchmarked against
micro-CT. Overall; MFMT exhibited a location accuracy of ~15% and a volume accuracy
of ~15%, up to 2 mm depth with moderate dye concentrations. These results demonstrate
the potential of MFMT to retrieve molecular contrast in 3-D in highly scattering tissues,
such as teeth.
Keywords: dental imaging; mesoscopic molecular fluorescence tomography; laminar
optical tomography; Monte Carlo
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1. Introduction
Dental caries (tooth decay) is the most prevalent dental disease encountered in clinical dentistry [1]
with a prevalence of 92% of adults between 20 and 64 years having developed caries in permanent
teeth [2]. Diagnosis of caries is usually performed utilizing visual and/or tactile examinations and is
supplemented by the use of dental radiographs. Diagnosis based only on tactile and visual inspections
exhibit poor sensitivity, with 25% to 42% of the lesions going undetected, particularly in the
approximal region [3–5]. Dental radiographs (X-rays) have shown potential in identifying early dental
caries before the caries is otherwise visible, particularly in cases where caries occurs between teeth.
However, the detection of carious lesions utilizing conventional 2-D X-radiography remains
challenging [6]. This is because conventional 2-D radiographs provide limited information and
sensitivity, with the appearance of a lesion being impacted by projection geometry and size [7,8]. Cone
beam computed tomography (CBCT), which has been used for implant placement, orthodontics, and
surgery, may provide improved detection and sensitivity of these lesions at the expense of greater
radiation exposure to sensitive tissues around the head and neck [9]. Even clinically approved products
which offer exceptional panoramic views of the jaw such as cone-beam tomography scanners (e.g.,
ILUMATM Ultra Cone Beam Scanner, GE USA and 3D Accuitomo, J. Morita USA), have limited use
due to concerns of excess radiation dosage [9–11]. Alternative imaging modalities that reveal tissue
structure have also been investigated. For instance, Crawley et al. proposed dental tomography with
THz radiation, which is known to be non-ionizing and harmless. This modality was promising in
imaging enamel thickness but it could not be applied to dental caries detection due to its depth
limitation (<1 mm) and high equipment cost [12,13].
All of the techniques mentioned above rely on structural imaging for identification of dental
abnormalities. However, early stage of carious lesions is associated with demineralization of enamel
before leading to a cavitation. Therefore, other kinds of contrast mechanisms may be leveraged to
detect and locate dental caries. Optical imaging techniques have been developed to detect carious
lesions by exploiting the way white light passes through the teeth (trans-illumination) and how specific
wavelength light reacts with the molecular changes in the dental tissue (laser fluorescence). These
diagnostic techniques are usually based on optical contrast variations elicited by significant bacterial
colonization and/or byproducts of bacteria activity. The commercial system, DiagnodentTM, is based on
changes in fluorescence of light irradiated on tooth surfaces resulting from porphyrins that are
produced by bacteria that populate carious lesions, in which the bacteria fluorescence bands are in the
region 580–600 nm, with another peak around 635 nm [14]. This system detects occlusal dentinal
lesions with greater success than conventional methods [15], but is not able to discern the depth and
severity of early lesions [16]. Another quantitative light-induced fluorescence (QLF) system is based
on detecting the decrease in auto-fluorescence generated by aromatic amino acids as a result of
bacterial activity in lesions, when irradiated with different wavelengths of light [17]. When QLF has
been used to detect and longitudinally monitor enamel lesions, the sensitivity and specificity of the
technique is 64% and 55% for smooth surface and occlusal lesions, respectively [18]. However, QLF
systems, which aim at detecting a decrease in the autofluorescence signal, are confounded with signals
associated with a loss of mineral volume [19]. Moreover, as QLF is unable to retrieve the depth and
structure of the lesion, QLF does not meaningfully improve above the diagnostic abilities of
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conventional methods [20]. Finally, trans-illumination, in which attenuation of visible light transmitted
through the tooth is detected, has been used to detect interproximal, smooth and occlusal lesions [21,22].
Attenuation of light through the tooth structure, resulting primarily from light scattering, is confounded by
multiple variables in tooth structures. In addition, trans-illumination does not provide 3-D information,
and are unable to detect lesion depth [23].
The main common limitation that the above mentioned optical imaging techniques share is their
lack of capability to resolve depth which leads to confounding results. Herein, we investigate the
potential for dental imaging of a novel 3-D optical modality that has sensitivity to functional and
molecular contrast and operates in the mesoscopic regime with high resolution, namely Laminar
Optical Tomography (LOT) or Mesoscopic Fluorescence Molecular Tomography (MFMT). It is noted
that optical systems based on confocal [24,25] and multi-photon microscopy [26], optical coherence
tomography [27,28] are also being evaluated for use in 3-D diagnosis of lesions, but, these lack the
depth of penetration or require expensive components for imaging. LOT/MFMT is a new
implementation of diffuse optical tomography that offers high resolution (<0.2 mm) in thick (~2.5 mm)
tissue [29]. Recently, LOT/MFMT has been developed into a non-contact, high resolution fast optical
imaging modality [30] that can image functional [31,32] and fluorescence probes in vitro [33–35] and
in vivo [36,37]. LOT/MFMT technology has not been applied to tissue exhibiting a high scattering
coefficient such as teeth [38]. This ex vivo study is intended to define detection parameters and
limitations of MFMT to help demonstrate the potential of MFMT to accurately retrieve the distribution
of a fluorescence marker in human teeth. As an initial step towards applying MFMT to detect in vivo
dental lesions in 3-D, the performance of MFMT is validated by co-registration of the reconstructed
volume with micro-CT.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample Preparation
The initial determination of MFMT for dental imaging, required the development of an ex vivo
caries model to establish feasibility and performance [10,16,39–43]. Extracted molar teeth were
obtained from local dental clinics with appropriate institutional biosafety committee (IBC) and
institutional review board (IRB) approvals. A relatively flat surface of the tooth was selected to be
imaged with the MFMT system (Figure 1a). To mimic the uptake of a molecular probe within the pulp
region of the teeth, the specimens were drilled to insert 1.5 mm diameter capillaries filled with a
fluorescence probe (Figure 1b). Alexa Fluor 660 (Succinimidyl Ester, Life Tech Inc., USA) was used
as the fluorophore. Alexa Fluor 660 has peak absorption at 660 nm and peak emission at 690 nm, and
hence, is suited for use as a contrast agent to simulate a lesion. It is noted that commercially available
systems, such as the DiagnodentTM, uses an excitation wavelength of 655 nm and measures
fluorescence, because carious tissue induces a greater fluorescence at these wavelengths in comparison
to intact tissues [44]. To investigate the ability of MFMT to detect and identify lesions (bacterial loads
at different depths and loss of hydroxyapatite), holes were drilled at depths of 1 mm, 2 mm, and 3 mm
from the surface that is exposed to incident light. Various concentrations of dye, 26 µM, 13 µM and
6.5 µM were placed in the holes to simulate different bacterial fluorescence. The concentration of dye
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was varied to determine the minimum contrast that could be detected using the technique. Note that
holes were drilled at locations where enamel is absent and functional changes are expected.
Specimens were marked to assure that MFMT and micro-CT were both sampling the same region.
The regions of the tooth to be evaluated were identified by fiducial markers (hollow hemispheres filled
with Play-Doh (Hasbro, USA) positioned on the surface of the teeth to demarcate the four corners of
the optical field of view (FOV) on the imaged surface. The Play-Doh, in the holes, acted as an optical
contrast agent to identify their location in the optical raw data, which enabled accurate registration of
the MFMT with micro-CT. To prevent motion of tooth during transport between the non-concurrent
optical and X-ray CT imaging sessions, teeth were embedded in solidified (4%) agar solution
(Agarose, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) (Figure 1a).
Figure 1. Phantom used in the experiment: (a) red shaded area on the tooth surface
indicates the field-of-view (FOV, 6 mm by 4 mm). (b) Side view of phantom to show the
hole used to hold capillary. (c) Markers at the corner of FOV.

Figure 2. Image comparisons (FOV) between different modalities and white light photo of
real tooth: (a) Photo of real teeth. (b) MFMT background image without the fluorescence
signal. (c) Reconstructed surface of teeth using micro-CT (Some distortions may happen
due to directly capture from 3-D image).
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The micro-CT (Medical Viva CT40; Scanco; Switzerland) is equipped with a micro-focus X-ray
cone beam source with 50–70 kVp and 8 W (160 µA) power. 70 kVp voltage setting was used in the
scanning. The standard setting was employed with 38 μm resolution; resulting in an acquisition time of
roughly 30 min. This will generate 300–400 slices of images based on the length of different teeth.
The slices were then read by Matlab or ImageJ. Because the markers are clearly seen (Figure 2c), no
further image processing is needed.
2.2. Optical Imaging System
Mesoscopic Fluorescence Molecular Tomography (MFMT) is an epi-fluorescence, noncontact
imaging technique that is based on raster scanning of a light beam over the sample. The optical set-up
is similar to a typical confocal microscopy based system, but, with offset detectors to collect diffused
light [29]. These discrete detectors, which are placed radial to the irradiation point (i.e., point at which
light is injected into the sample), collect the emitted light. Light collected from these detectors enables
probing of light propagation (scattering and absorption) from different depths, with detectors placed
farther away detecting light that has penetrated deeper. This principle originates from the photon
propagation model in turbid media (turbid media has scattering coefficient much larger than absorption
coefficient). This model suggests that the distance between source and detector is proportional with the
depth from which an individual detector collects signal [29]. MFMT is not a direct imaging technique
but relies on solving an inverse problem to form 3-D images of the selected contrast function.
Figure 3. MFMT optical setup accepts the incoming light (EX) after a linear polarizer.
The excitation light scanned over the sample with a combination of galvo-mirrors and
scanning lens. Backscattered/emission light (EM) is reflected towards detectors with a
beam splitter. Prior to the focusing the light with a lens, the backscattered light is filtered
and analyzed with an orthogonal polarizer.

Our MFMT system has been described previously in [33] and its schematic is provided in Figure 3.
Succinctly, a polarized excitation laser (EX) (658 nm, Thorlabs, USA, L658P040) is fed to a resonant
galvo-mirror and focused onto the sample. This was comparable with the bacteria auto-fluorescence
band [14] and DiagnodentTM excitation wavelength. Then, backscattered fluorescence emission signal
(EM) is captured using the same optical chain in a de-scanned mode. Emission signal is collected by a
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linear detector array after a spectral filter and an analyzer (Semrock, USA, FF01-692/LP-25). The
detection module consists of 7 Avalanche Photodiode Array (APD) elements (S8550, Hamamatsu,
Japan) that is sampled at 1.5 kHz (PCI-6143 DAQ, NI, USA) [31]. Based on the demagnification of
the scanning lens, the 7 detectors collect light from 0.8 mm to 3.9 mm away from the irradiated point
(i.e., point where light is injected into the sample). In all experiments herein, the field of view (FOV)
was set to 4 mm by 6 mm (Figure 1a and 2c), with data collected by the 7 detectors after moving the
light injection point every 50 μm along the x-axis, and 30 μm along the y-axis, leading to an array of
80 by 200 positions. A total of 80 by 200 by 7 (112000) measurements were collected at a 7.5 Hz
frame rate hardware setting where the resonant mirror operated at 1.5 kHz with a 8.3usec dwell time at
each point. Due to the limited sensitivity of APD, 420 frames were averaged to get adequate
signal-to-noise ratio (1 min).
2.3. Optical Reconstruction
Once the data was collected, an inverse optical problem was solved to obtain 3-D images of
a fluorescent inclusion. As light propagation is still characterized by significant directional anisotropy
in the mesoscopic regime, a forward model of light propagation was computed using the Monte Carlo
method (MC). There are a few MC-based methods to calculate W . Herein; we employed the
forward-adjoint MC method to produce Jacobians [45] for computational efficiency. W is computed
by convolving the Green’s functions and the lifetime decay of fluorophore:
t t
t 
t
W  rs , rd , r, t    e  dt  G x  rs , r, t   t  G m  r, rd , t   dt 
0

(1)

0

where, G x and G m are the time-dependent Green’s functions calculated by MC simulations at the
excitation and emission wavelengths, respectively, and  is the lifetime of the fluorophore. As is
customary in FMT and MFMT, the optical properties at the excitation and emission wavelengths are
considered to be identical. Moreover, as our data sets are time independent, the formulation of
Equation (1) is integrated over time to match our data type. Subsequently, a function that corresponds
to changes in fluorescence distribution is calculated using the formulation described in [46]. Briefly,
the 3D distribution of the fluorophore’s effective quantum yield   r  can be obtained by solving an
integral equation relating the fluorescence signals at time t :

U F  rs , rd , t    W  rs , rd , r, t   r  dr


(2)

where U F  rs , rd , t  is the fluorescence detected by a detector located at rd at t resulting from an
excitation at the source, rs , at t  0 , the integration domain,  , is defined as the entire imaging
volume, and W  rs , rd , r, t  , referred to as the weight function that describes how a change in   r  will
result in a change in U F  rs , rd , t  .
A system of linear equations describing the relationship between measured signals for each optode
combination and the fluorophore distribution can then be solved via a matrix holding the weight
function (Jacobian matrix) to obtain   r  . A priori information required to generate this system are:
geometrical information (sample dimensions, location of source/detector pairs, discretization level)
and tissue optical properties (  s ,  a and g ). Herein, we employed the optical properties of dentin as
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reported in the literature [38], i.e., s  28mm1 , a  0.3mm1 and g  0.93 . To generate a Jacobian
with enough statistics, 107 photons per source (detector) were simulated. In this study, the volume
imaged was discretized in voxels with a size of 200 by 200 by 200 μm3. An example of weight
functions for the 6 detector positions are provided in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Cross section ( yOz , x  0 ) of Monte Carlo computed sensitivity matrix for
different source-detector separation.

In practice, the MFMT image reconstruction process can be expressed using the following equation:
x   AT A   D  ATb
1

(3)

where x is the reconstructed fluorescence distribution   r  , A is the Jacobian obtained from the MC
adjoint formulation, b is a vector containing all measurements. D is a diagonal matrix whose elements
are the square root of the corresponding diagonal element of AT A , and  is a scaling parameter
selected via L-curve analysis [47]. The inverse problem was solved using an iterative conjugate
gradient method (cgs.m, Matlab). The iterative procedure ended either if 100 iterations or a tolerance
of 10−2 was reached. Overall, reconstruction procedure took less than 5 min on a personal computer
(Intel Core i7 CPU, 2.1GHz, 6G RAM, Windows 7).
We followed a procedure to obtain the best possible data for the reconstruction process. First, the
teeth without capillary were imaged to record the background fluorescence signal. Capillaries filled
with the selected concentration of dye were then inserted into the hole and the fluorescence signal was
acquired by MFMT. And the subtraction process was applied as described in the literature [48]. Lastly,
the system dark current was acquired with no light injected into the system. A threshold was applied to
all measurements to remove all data whose values were below this dark current noise level.
2.4. Image Registration of Multimodal Data Sets
3-D images from both modalities were co-registered in image processing software (Amira 5.6, FEI
Visualization Group, France). Teeth were imaged with MFMT and micro-CT, non-concurrently and
two data directly overlaid (Figure 5a). The CT image (gray scale image) is shown as the background
while the red part represents the MFMT fluorescence background image. Micro-CT image provided
the inner-outer structure of teeth as well as the precise 3-D location of the fiducial markers
(Figure 5b–capillaries wall). The micro-CT data was down sampled to same discretization level as
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MFMT. Doing so enabled a voxel-to-voxel match between the two modalities. Note MFMT and
micro-CT initially had voxelization of 200 μm and 38 μm, respectively.
Rigid registration was performed by locating the centers of the 4 fiducial markers of micro-CT and
by generating a plane through these locations (Figure 5b,c). This plane corresponds to the outer surface
of the sample that was previously used as the boundary condition in the MFMT forward model.
Aligning the top layer of MFMT reconstruction with this plane created rotational and transformational
registrations of the two data sets. Applying this procedure to all of the five samples ensured that
MFMT and micro-CT 3D images were rigidly and accurately co-registered.
Figure 5. (a) Overlaid micro-CT scan and MFMT background image (prior to florescence
inclusion). (b) Side view of the same plane of tooth, showing alignment marks. (c) Top
view of fiducial plane.

3. Results
From all the cases investigated inclusions at 1 mm and 2 mm yielded fluorescence signals that were
strong enough to be acquired. All inclusions at 3 mm did not provide adequate signals. To assess the
quality of the data sets collected, we compiled the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the measurements
after post processing (difference image between fluorescence and background image, Figure 6). In
order to mitigate the influence of auto-fluorescence from the markers, the background fluorescence
image was processed via histogram equalization first and then segmentation. The region of interest
used to calculate the signal and noise intensity was based on the whole binary image. The average
signals intensity (root mean square of intensity, RMS) and noise intensity was calculated, respectively.
Then, the SNR was estimated as:

SNR=10log10

Psignal
Pnoise

where, the power of signal and noise is estimated through the RMS of the intensities. Table 1
summarizes the SNR of all detectors for the different concentrations/depth combinations.
As expected, the SNR obtained at 1 mm were generally better than the one at 2 mm (average
SNR = 18.99  6.24 dB at 1 mm versus 11.17  1.82 dB at 2 mm for 26  for instance). Also, the
farthest detector yielded the worse SNR overall. However, the 1st detector did not produce the best
SNR. For the same concentration, the SNR for the midrange detectors (such as 2nd to 5th detector) are
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larger than the other detectors. As described in the previous section, MFMT is a depth resolved
imaging technique; this observed SNR behavior is due to the selective depth projection of different
source-detector pairs. Higher SNR value in some detectors is an indication of a secondary source,
fluorescence concentration, in the corresponding depth. This is expected, as the maximum signal
strength is dependent on the best match between the distribution of excitation photons (banana shape)
and inclusion location. Hence, detectors close to the source will receive stronger signals from shallow
inclusions whereas distant detectors will receive signals from deep inclusions. Note that for certain
detectors at 6.5 µM, the signal level was on the same level as noise, leading to SNR < 0.
Figure 6. (a) The raw fluorescence image, wherein the arrow indicates signal.
(b) Fluorescence processed data (difference image between the fluorescence signal and
fluorescence background).

Table 1. SNR of fluorescence signal (dB) for all detectors.
Conc.
( M)
6.5
13
26

1st
<0
13.5
21.5

2nd
<0
15.4
23.2

3rd
<0
12.9
23.5

1 mm
4th
<0
13.7
23.5

5th
<0
12.2
20.7

6th
<0
11.5
12.8

7th
<0
1.9
7.7

1st
0.4
8.0
9.9

2nd
1.2
9.3
11.3

3rd
<0
7.8
12.8

2 mm
4th
<0
7.5
13.1

5th
<0
7.1
11.4

6th
<0
4.3
11.9

7th
<0
<0
7.8

Reconstructions from data sets with average SNR above five were performed, also for the special
case 2 mm, 6.5 µM. The 3D visualization and co-registration overlay with micro-CT are provided in
Figure 7. The MFMT and micro-CT demonstrated a very agreement in all these cases.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the reconstructed dye distribution, two metrics were computed
from the 3-D image data. The first metric is the volume of reconstructed dye distribution. This is
compared to dye volume infused into a hollow capillary, which was calculated from its inner diameter
and its height. The other parameter is the centroid of dye distribution so as to estimate the spatial
accuracy of reconstruction. This parameter was compared with the through-hole center acquired from
micro-CT images. Also some adjustments were made due to the edge of bounding box was not exactly
the same as the edge of teeth (See Figure 7). Centroid error was calculated as max  ex , ey , ez  . That is
to use the maximum value of relative error in each dimension. Table 2 provides the values for this two
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metrics for all reconstructions presented in Figure 7. Note that 6.5 µM values are reported at 2 mm
whereas not enough signals were collected at 1 mm for the same concentration.
Figure 7. Merged LOT and micro-CT images. (a,b) 1 mm depth hole with concentrations
26 µM and 13 µM respectively. (c,d,e) 2 mm depth hole with concentrations of 26 µM,
13 µM and 6.5 µM.

Table 2. Comparison between reconstructed volume and centroid from LOT and micro-CT
measurement for the two depths reported.
Dye Concentration
(µM)
1 mm
2 mm

13
26
6.5
13
26

MFMT Vol.
(mm3)

Micro-CT
Vol. (mm3)

Vol.
Error

2.96
3.18
2.34
2.04
2.90

2.67
2.86
3.03
2.67
2.86

11%
11%
23%
24%
1%

MFMT
Centroid
(mm)
(2.1, 2.3, –1.0)
(1.6, 2.2, –1.1)
(1.9, 2.5,–1.8)
(1.9, 2.5,–1.8)
(2.1, 2.1,–1.8)

Micro-CT
Centroid (mm)

Centroid Error

(1.7, 2.0, –1.0)
(1.8, 2.0, –1.0)
(1.9, 2.4, –2.0)
(1.7, 2.4, –2.0)
(1.8, 2.4, –2.0)

24%
11%
10%
12%
17%

Overall, MFMT reconstructions were in close agreement with the micro-CT data. Locations in
average were retrieved within ~15% error in all cases. Moreover, in the most challenging cases, the
MFMT volume was estimated in average with 24% error.
4. Discussion
In this manuscript, we have demonstrated the feasibility of using the laminar optical tomography
(LOT) technique in obtaining 3-D fluorescence images in tissues with large absorption and scattering
coefficients, such as teeth. This preliminary study demonstrates the possibility of using LOT to enable
non-contact and non-invasive imaging for detecting optical changes in teeth at a resolution of 200 μm.
This is clinically relevant because some lesions are not observable from tooth surfaces. Contrast
created by bacterial activity in sub-surface tooth lesions is simulated using different concentrations of
dyes and the site where these metabolic changes occur is simulated by placing the dye at different
depths from the tooth surface. The accuracy of reconstruction for LOT was verified by registration
with micro-CT images. The errors in placement of dye were estimated by comparing the volume and
centroid of reconstructed and real dye distribution in capillary. The average relative error between
reconstructed results and real measurements is around 15% for all combinations of depth and dye
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concentrations. Meanwhile, the difference between the centroid of reconstructed image and real dye
distribution is also less than 0.3 mm in two directions ( y and z ).
The fluorophore used exhibited high absorption or extinction coefficients (132,000 cm−1M−1) from
the specification sheet of Alexa Fluro 660 (LifeTechnologies INC.). Bacterial induced dental lesions
(which are a direct or indirect consequence of bacterial colonization) compared with sound teeth can
cause a change in absorption and fluorescence that are expected to be at most 10 times larger at peak
emission for various wavelength of irradiation [49]. Therefore, the proposed methodology provides a
non-radiation technique for identification of the caries lesion of sufficient utility to identify lesions that
may not be identifiable utilizing direct visibility. Dental lesions occurring in the fissures of teeth are
frequently intact to the visual/tactile examination. The ability to reliably identify tooth loss as deep as
2 mm from the surface and measure volume loss as well as discern bacterial infection can improve the
reliability of dental diagnosis. With the ability of the technique to pinpoint the fluorophore to within
0.2 mm of the lesion, is sufficient accuracy to permit the dentist to better localize the location of the
carious lesion for a more specific minimal intervention. Lesions at the proximal contact of posterior
teeth can only be located utilizing ionizing radiation. A limitation of the ionizing radiation remains that
it monitors loss of calcium density, not the penetration of bacteria into the surface. MFMT may permit
the identification of cavitated sub-surface lesions that originate within 1.5 mm from the contact, which
indicates that many lesions that are not visible on the surface may be detected using the proposed
technique. Further studies need to be conducted to determine the depth at which images can be
obtained at the contact between teeth.
Additionally, in limited circumstances (i.e., in a single tooth), a lower concentration of dye could be
detected at depth of up to 2 mm, but this is not a general case. This is attributed to intra and inter
variability of the optical absorption and scattering coefficients of teeth tissues [38]. Such a range of
optical properties may lead to two different issues. First, the prior information of tissue optical
properties is necessary when using MC method to cast the forward model. Mismatch between the
model and sample optical properties could lead to significant errors in the reconstructions.
Unfortunately, the optical properties of the dentin and enamel varied largely between different teeth as
discussed above (see large deviation [38]). This may be the cause of the errors seen at 2 mm (25%
error in volume). Moreover, the external boundaries of the teeth are typically not planar, as modeled in
this work. Herein, we have employed a voxel-based MC, but addition of surface profiling and mesh
based MC techniques may increase reconstruction accuracy [50]. Second, an increase in attenuation for
some specimens leads to less excitation light reaching the fluorophore, resulting in less fluorescence
generated. This indicates that more sensitive detectors or higher contrast may be necessary. The
current system is based on APD and was designed for fast acquisition of functional signals [31]. The
sensitivity of the system can be greatly increased by employing PMTs or other sensitive detectors.
Indeed, preliminary tests using an EMCCD (Electron Multiplying CCD) indicate a 2nd order of
magnitude increase in sensitivity (results not shown). The system is still being integrated and will be
used in subsequent studies. Note also that if Play-Doh was intended as an absorption contrast fiducial,
it was found to be fluorescing at the wavelength used. The strong signals from these markers could
have led to reduced sensitivity to the weaker signals originating from greater depths. A higher power
of light source could also be applied, but in clinical or real application, this would always be limited
due to safety considerations. Lastly, the setting of the imaging platform is not appropriate for clinical
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application due to the limited space in the human mouth. However, micro-fabricated electromechanical
systems (MEMS) based approaches to miniaturize the light source and detector and enhanced
sensitivity may enable this application at reduced cost in the future [48]. Combined with fiber, they
may allow the implementation of MFMT in articulated arm for easy access to dental tissues [51].
5. Conclusions
Our results demonstrate that MFMT can be used to detect the fluorophore concentration at different
depths in excised teeth. This ex vivo preliminary indicates that it is possible to get the molecular probe
distribution under the surface of teeth up to 2 mm with accuracy, under extremely high and variant
optical properties of teeth. Though MFMT detected various concentrations of fluorescent dye placed in
teeth, further studies are still needed to insure that the sensitivity of the MFMT can enable detection of
naturally occurring lesions in teeth.
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